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I chose my topic in October 2017, when I read an NPR news article “Will The Next War
Be Fought Over Water?” Curious, I researched online and discovered that water conflicts date
back to early civilizations that settled in river valleys. I learned that hundreds of river basins
globally, are shared by countries, raising the possibility of future conflicts given the growing
demand for water. I came across the Indus Waters Treaty, one of the first successful
transboundary water sharing agreements in modern history. I chose the treaty as my 2018 NHD
topic because it symbolizes enduring compromise over a complex conflict between bitter rivals:
India and Pakistan.
For my research, I began with secondary sources online. I learned that the conflict over
the Indus waters arose unexpectedly when India and Pakistan were created from the sudden
partition of British India in 1947. It took a novel proposal by an American, David Lilienthal, and
a decade-long effort by the then-new World Bank to achieve a lasting compromise. The
secondary sources then led me to Lilienthal’s proposal, which I retrieved from Princeton
University’s library archives, primary source news articles, and a news video of the treaty
signing. I also discovered memoranda, correspondence, engineering and financial estimates, oral
histories, press releases, and a copy of the treaty in the World Bank’s digital archives.
For my documentary, I interviewed Michael Kugelman, a program director at the
Woodrow Wilson Center, in Washington, DC. He noted that the treaty is seen as a case study of
successful water sharing. I also attended a global panel, titled “A Matter of Survival: Learning to
Cooperate Over Water” at the Wilson Center, which highlighted significant future water stress
due to diminishing water resources and increasing global population.
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For the national competition, I interviewed Prof. Aaron Wolf of Oregon State University,
and Victor Mosoti, International Counsel at the World Bank, with responsibility for the Indus
Waters Treaty. They explained how specialists at the World Bank helped achieve peaceful
compromise over shared water when violent conflict seemed imminent, through extensive
engineering studies, hydrological estimates, financial support, and creative water sharing.
I chose a documentary as my presentation category, because I could use videos, pictures,
audio, and text to vividly tell the story of conflict and compromise as they unfolded through the
history of this treaty.
My topic fits this year’s theme of Conflict and Compromise in History because the
sharing of the Indus waters escalated into a major conflict between India and Pakistan, but the
compromise, led by Lilienthal and the World Bank, prevented a larger global conflict and paved
the way for nearly 60 years of continuing compromise over shared water. These lessons of
history— that a successful compromise over water conflicts requires the help of neutral parties,
financial support for water projects, and mechanisms to resolve future disputes — are
particularly vital now, as a future threatened by severe water shortages demands cooperation
over this essential natural resource in order for people to survive.
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